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7 2 5 14
8 1 1 10
1 5 6









































民家 16 11 18 4 1 4 3 6 3 66
社寺 1 2 1 4
その他建造物 1 1
石造物 1 1 1 3
工芸品 1 1 2
古文書・歴史資料等 0
2 2
5 1 1 1 8
1 1
1 1 1 1 4
1 1 1 3




































































































































その他建築物 0 2 2
62521物造石
81117等品芸工























































































































































Abstract:‥ ‥ In‥ this‥ paper,‥ the‥ author‥ first‥ extracts‥ the‥
perspectives‥and‥ issues‥ to‥be‥addressed‥ in‥designing‥a‥plan,‥




considers‥ the‥ importance‥of‥ formulating‥plans‥with‥regard‥ to‥
conserving,‥preserving‥and‥making‥effective‥use‥of‥archaeological‥
sites,‥and‥examines‥directions‥to‥be‥taken‥in‥the‥future.
As‥a‥result,‥ first‥ the‥author‥confirms‥the‥ importance‥of‥plans‥
for‥resolving‥conflicts‥between‥preservation‥and‥utilization‥of‥
archaeological‥ sites,‥ and‥ then‥concludes‥with‥ the‥ importance‥
of‥developing‥plans‥regarding‥cultural‥ landscapes,‥ in‥order‥ to‥
promote‥among‥local‥residents‥and‥citizens‥the‥common‥concept‥
of‥historical‥and‥cultural‥regional‥assets.‥In‥the‥future,‥it‥is‥hoped‥
that‥planning‥efforts‥will‥ be‥ advanced‥ in‥ order‥ to‥ formulate‥
(1)‥plans‥under‥which‥ short-term‥ targets‥are‥established‥and‥
progress‥ toward‥achieving‥these‥targets‥can‥be‥recognized‥by‥
a‥wide‥variety‥of‥stakeholders,‥(2)‥plans‥focusing‥on‥the‥expanse‥
of‥land‥surrounding‥archaeological‥sites,‥and‥(3)‥plans‥for‥taking‥
measures‥to‥prevent‥the‥loss‥of‥these‥sites.
